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Background: The movement disorders due to stroke can alter the motion of the Center of Mass (CoM) of the
body. Thus, the analysis of the CoM motion can be an alternative to diagnostic the stroke gait disturbances
and has not been widely explored.
Objective: To identify and to analyze the alterations of CoM trajectory during both of gait cycles, affected
and unaffected, of post-stroke patients comparing to healthy subjects.
Methods: The CoM trajectory was obtained using a gold standard method, the three-dimensional (3D)
kinematics associate to anthropometry. Two experimental groups were compared: Hemiparetic Group (HG)
consisted of fourteen chronic hemiparetic patients and Control Group (CG) by fourteen able-bodied subjects.
Results:The statistical analysis (Pj0.05) revealed the following averagegait alterations in theHG, in the stance
phase of the affected side: higher lateral (midstance), lower vertical (midstance and terminal stance), and lower
forward displacement (heel strike until terminal stance). In the swing phase of the affected side, HG showed
higher lateral (preswing and initial swing) and vertical displacement (preswing until terminal swing),
and lower forward (preswing until terminal swing) displacement of the CoM. There was also anticipation
of the instants of maximum displacements in the lateral and vertical directions and lower total range in the
forward direction.
Conclusion: TheCoM trajectory analysis pointed out that the gait after strokewas altered such in the affected as
in the unaffected lower limbs,mainly in the single support phase of the affected side, but also in the swingphase
of the gait cycle.
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Introduction
Thecentral nervous systemdisorders, like stroke, affect-

ing the pyramidal or extrapyramidal systems and

musculoskeletal disorders, disturb normal movements

of the body segments during gait.1 Hemiplegia due to

stroke significantly limits gait performance. Hemiplegic

gait is characterized as slow, stiff, and poorly coordi-

nated movements of the affected leg and compensatory

movements.Reduction in gait speed, asymmetry of gait,

impairment in kinematics and kinetics, abnormality

in electromyographic patterns, increase in energy cost,

and reduction in ambulatory activity have all been

reported.2–6 Thesemovement disordersmay leadaltera-

tions in themotion of the center ofmass of the body and

for this reason can constitute an important anddifferent

way to analyze the pathological gait.7

Several methods exist for the estimation of Center of

Mass (CoM) movement that differs in the underlying

assumptions. The segmental kinematics method is

based on the definition of the CoM by measuring the

position and orientation of each segment and approxi-

mating the mass fractions as well as the locations of

the CoM of each segment then, an estimation of the

overall CoMmovement is obtained.8 The performance

of the segmental kinematics method requires a precise

marker set for accurate position and orientation of

the body segments. The most common method inte-

grates the three components of the ground reaction

force. However, this requires a subject to hit force

plates, which can be difficult for those with a pathologi-

cal gait pattern. Furthermore, this method provides

the CoM displacement, but not the absolute three-

dimensional (3D) position in space because of the

absence of the initial constants required in the double

integration, the initial position and initial velocity.8–12

Other least accurate methods of estimating CoM were
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found, such as the use of a single anatomical land-

mark.13 However, comparing methods of estimating

the total body CoM showed that for an accurate

determination of the position of the CoM a full body

segmental kinematics method is required.14

The movement of the CoM in gait represents the

overall effects of joint and segment kinematics

during forward progression. It has therefore been

used as a parameter in gait analysis by a number

of studies investigating patients with various

pathologies.2,7,13,15 However, the most of researches

using the CoM are focused on the mechanical

energy cost11,12,15–20 and the CoM trajectory has

not been widely explored. The analysis of the

CoM trajectory continuously during walking con-

tains important information about dynamic balance

control and especially for pathological gait which

the CoM movement can vary from step to step.8

The findings from CoM trajectory analysis can be

complementary to the traditional gait analysis

exams and helpful to better understand the biome-

chanics of stroke gait.

In the post-stroke gait some studies used the CoM

analysis. A new rehabilitation strategy to reduce the

walking energy costs in hemiparetic patients by help-

ing them to actively reduce excessive vertical CoM dis-

placement through biofeedback showed positive

results reducing energy cost after intervention and

found that the energy cost decreased 30% in those

patients.15 The vertical excursion of the CoM during

walking was measured in the stance phase of each

limb in order to evaluate the compensatory contri-

butions of the contra-lateral limb, their results

showed asymmetric vertical excursion of the CoM

and compensatory elevation of the CoM in the

stance phase of the contra-lateral limb.13

However, to the best of our knowledge, no further

study compared inter and intra-cycle variables of

affected, unaffected side of post-stroke subjects

to the CoM trajectory of normal subjects in order

to identify the specific alterations produced in the

gait after stroke, using a full body kinematic

approach. Thus, the aim of this work was to identify

and to analyze the alterations of center of mass

trajectory during both of gait cycles, affected and

unaffected, of post-stroke patients comparing to

healthy subjects.

Methods
This research was approved by the University of

Campinas Ethics Research Committee (process

number 789/2007). Volunteers were informed about

all procedures and signed an informed consent.

Subjects
Twenty eight subjects were analyzed in this study.

The hemiparetic group (HG) was composed of 14 indi-

viduals affected by stroke as presented on Table 1.

The inclusion criteria were: male subject, affected by

only one stroke, aged between 40 and 60 years, at least

3 years after stroke and without using any assistive

device at the time of data collection. Impairment

level of HG was also assessed by means of clinical

rating scales in order to characterize the patients.

InFugl–Meyer21motor scale, the subjects reached aver-

age score of 49.3+20.7, indicating considerable motor

impairment. In theBergbalance scale,22 theHGaverage

score was 50, indicating slightly altered functional bal-

ance. The modified Ashworth Scale23 classified the

majority of the muscle groups as Grade 1, indicating

mild hypertonia of both the upper and lower limbs.

Moreover, the subjects were asked about the handed-

ness and all subjects were right-handed.

The control group (CG) consisted of 14 male

healthy adults (age: 51.0+5.0 years old; body mass:

82.4+11.7 kg; height: 1.69+0.05 meters). The non-

disabled controls exhibited normal joint range of

motion and muscle strength and had no gait

abnormalities.

Kinematic analysis system
The DVideo kinematic analysis system24–26 was used

to obtain the 3D coordinates of the markers. The

system consisted of four genlocked Basler cameras

(Model A602fc) working at a 75-Hz frame rate.

Kinematic and anthropometrical model
The protocol for body segment position and orientation

(Fig. 1) considers the human body as a system with

13 ball-and-socket joints with 3uu of freedom in each

joint.27 The modeled segments were the pelvis, scapulas,

arms, forearms, thighs, shanks, and feet. For orientation

purposes, surface markers, and technical markers were

fixed on the subject’s skin. In a static trial, the subjects

used both sets of markers. During the dynamic trial,

only the technical marker set remained, which reduced

the number of markers during the execution of move-

ments and facilitated the identification of markers of

the kinematic analysis system. The markers were posi-

tioned as shown in Fig. 1. The hip and the glenohumeral

joint centers were calculated according to prediction

method.28,29 The ankle, knee, elbow, andwrist joint cen-

ters were calculated as the midpoint between the lateral

and medial markers in the static trial.

An anthropometric model30,31 was applied in order

to obtain the inertial parameters needed to the CoM

calculation. The anatomical length and circumference
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of each body segment were measured to obtain the

relative body segments’ mass.31

Experimental procedures
After the markers placement the subjects were asked

to walking for some minutes in order to get used to

the laboratory environment, then each participant

was asked to walk barefoot, at a comfortable self-

selected gait speed, without any assistive device

(canes or orthosis). One gait cycle of the right limb

and one gait cycle of the left limb were collected

for the HG and CG subjects. However, as in the

HG, there were seven subjects affected by right

side hemiparesis and seven subjects affected by left

side hemiparesis, the gait cycles were separated in

affected cycle and unaffected cycle.

Center of mass calculation
The 3D coordinates of the points were used to deter-

mine the joint centers. According to the model30,31

for the kinematic estimation of the CoM, the body

segments are defined by a vector between two

Table 1 Hemiparetic group characteristics

Subject Height (m)
Body mass

(kg)
Age

(years)
Time since

stroke (years)
Affected
Side

Fugl–Meyer
Score

Berg Balance
Score Ashworth

H1 1.66 49.5 47.0 9 R 61 52 1
H2 1.76 92.0 45.0 7 R 30 46 1z
H3 1.72 99.5 70.0 15 L 15 46 2
H4 1.75 83.7 35.0 10 L 54 56 2
H5 1.62 79.5 68.0 15 L 65 50 1
H6 1.63 66.0 57.0 9 R 54 46 1z
H7 1.74 67.0 52.0 10 R 50 56 1
H8 1.63 76.3 62.0 5 L 27 37 1
H9 1.60 81.8 60.0 5 R 35 49 1z
H10 1.72 71.6 48.0 9 L 35 52 2
H11 1.63 59.2 53.0 7 R 72 52 1
H12 1.60 68.6 49.0 3 R 87 56 0
H13 1.71 90.0 59.0 4 R 34 52 2
H14 1.74 64.6 38.0 4 L 72 52 1
Mean+SD 1.68+0.06 74.9+13.7 53.0+10.3 8.0+3.8 ... 49.3+20.7 50+5 ...

Note: SD5standard deviation; R5right; L5left.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1 Representation of the experimental protocol, anthropometrical model, and the stick figure results of a normal

subject. (A) An anterior view of the protocol for gait analysis. (B) The joint centers and the body segmentation (Zatsziorsky

et al., 1990; de Leva et al., 1996): 1, vertex of parietal bone; 2, supraesternale; 3, left glenohumeral joint center; 4, left elbow

joint center; 5, left wrist joint center; 6, right hip joint center; 7, left hip joint center; 8, mid-hip; 9, left knee joint center;

10, left ankle joint center; and 11, left tip-toe. (C) An illustration of the center of mass of each segment (asterisks) and the

total body center of mass trajectory (line).
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adjacent joint centers.29 The total body CoM was

obtained by the follow equation (1):

~rCM ¼
PN

i¼1 mi~ri
PN

i¼1 mi

where mi is the relative mass of each body segment

and ~ri is the position vector of the ith body segment.

Data processing
The rawdatawerefilteredwithazero-phase forwardand

reverse 4th-order Butterworth digital filter with a 6-Hz

cut-off frequency. All the CoM curves were represented

as a function of the percentage of gait cycle and centered

in the mean value to eliminate the effect of the absolute

position of the subject in the global coordinate system.

Experimental variables
Two kinds of variables were analyzed for both groups

HG and CG: continuous and discrete. The continuous

variables were the CoM trajectory in the lateral,

vertical and forward directions. The discrete variables

were extracted from CoM curves in lateral and vertical

directions (Fig. 2). The CoM trajectory during gait

is approximately sinusoidal in the lateral and vertical

directions.32 Thus, in order to analyze the CoM

motion in the stroke gait, the following discrete exper-

imental variables were obtained:
1. the values of maximum displacement in the stance

and swing phases in lateral (MD_STlateral;
MD_SWlateral) and vertical (MD_STvertical;
MD_SWvertical) directions;

2. difference between maximum displacement in stance
and swing phase (DST_SW) for both lateral and
vertical directions;

3. percent of location in the gait cycle of the maximum
displacement in the stance and swing phases for
both lateral and vertical directions
(%MD_STlateral; %MD_SWlateral; %MD_STver-
tical, and %MD_SWvertical);

4. total ranges (TR) of trajectory curves in vertical,
lateral and forward directions;

Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was performed with MatlabH

software. Before of any comparison, normality

(Lilliefors test, Pj0.05) and variance (F-test,

Pj0.05) were tested. When normal distribution

and equality of variances were found, parametric

analysis using Student’s t-test (Pj0.05) was applied.

For non-parametric statistics, the Wilcoxon test and

Mann–Whitney U test (Pj0.05) were applied.

No significant difference was found in any variables

(Pj0.05) between CG left- and right-cycle movements.

Then, considering that CG subjects were right-handed,

only the CG’s right gait cycle results were used for all

comparisons between groups.

The statistical comparisons were divided in

intragroup and intergroup. The intragroup compari-

son was performed between HG affected side versus

HG unaffected side. The intergroup comparison was

performed between CG right gait cycle versus HG

affected side and also unaffected side.

The continuous curves of the CoM trajectory of

HG and CGwere also compared by applying statistical

tests to each percent of the hundred-percent gait cycle

to identify group’s differences in intracycle phases.

Results
No statistical difference was found comparing the

hemiparetic and control groups for age (P50.318),

weight (P50.654), and height (P50.232).

Discrete variables
Table 2 shows the statistical analysis comparing

mean and standard deviation of the maximum displa-

cement in stance phase (MD_ST) and maximum

displacement in swing phase (MD_SW), difference

between MD_ST and MD_SW and range of

the CoM trajectory in the vertical and lateral

directions.

The HG affected side compared to CG presented

difference for the MD_SWvertical (P50.042) and

total range forward (P50.013), while the unaffected

side showed differences for MD_STlateral

(P50.031), MD_STvertical (P50.002), MD_SWver-

tical (P50.004), and range forward (Pv0.001).

Comparing HG and CG, no statistical difference

was found between affected side and CG in lateral

displacement in the stance (P50.1707) or swing

(P50.1582) phase as well as in the vertical direction

in stance phase (P50.4645).

For both affected and unaffected sides of HG, sig-

nificant differences were found between support and

swing phases, MD_STlateral (P50.003; P50.026)

and MD_SWlateral (P50.004; P50.027), and also

between MD_STvertical (P50.004; Pv0.001) and

MD_SWvertical (P50.004; Pv0.001).

The average percent of location in the gait cycle of

the maximum displacements values showed signifi-

cant differences when the HG affected side was com-

pared to CG. The affected side showed anticipation

of the %MD_STlateral (HG530.7%, CG541.7%,

P50.0063), %MD_STvertical (HG525.9%,

CG531.3%, P50.0132), and %MD_SWvertical

(HG574.4, CG580.3, P50.0135). No significant

difference was found comparing the HG unaffected

side to CG. However, the comparison of the affected

side showed anticipation of the %MD_SWlateral

(AF580.4%,UF588.5%,P50.0034),%MD_STvertical
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(AF525.9%, UF531.1%, P50.0127), and %MD_

SWvertical (AF574.4%, UF583.8%, Pj0.001) to

the unaffected side.

Continuous variables: CoM trajectories
Figure 3 shows the average CoM trajectory in lateral,

vertical, and forward directions, during affected and

unaffected sides of the HG subjects and a right cycle

of the CG subjects. Moreover, statistical analysis

along the gait cycle allowed the identification of the

phases where the CoM trajectory of HG were signifi-

cantly different (Pj0.05) from the CG for the three

movements direction.

The averageCoMcurve of control grouppresents the

expected form as shown inmany studies of normal gait.

In the lateral direction, positive and negative values are

associated to the arbitrary definition of left (positive)

and right (negative) sides. Therefore, the peak and

valley form of the curve represents the absolute

displacement to the left (or right) in theCoMoscillation.

In vertical direction, the normal gait curve is

approximately sinusoidal with two peaks, the first

one in the midstance phase and the second one in

the midswing phase. The CoM forward trajectory

has an increasing form from posterior (negative) to

anterior (positive) position related to the average

position of the CoM trajectory.

The lateral oscillation of HGaffected side was higher

than CG (Pj0.05) from 9 to 27% of the gait cycle cor-

responding to the midstance phase. Differences were

found also from 50 to 71%, corresponding to preswing

and initial swing phases. When the unaffected side

cycle was compared to the CG, the lateral CoM displa-

cement was increased from 13 to 27% inside the mid-

stance phase and from 75 to 99% of the cycle, in the

midswing and terminal swing.

Table 2 Mean and Standard deviation of the variables extracted from center of mass trajectory in lateral and vertical
directions

Lateral (cm) Vertical (cm)

Variables AF UF CG AF UF CG

MD_ST 4.2 (2.2)d 3.8 (1.4)d 2.9 (0.9)m 0.9 (0.8)* 1.8 (0.7)*m 1.2 (0.3)m

MD_SW 3.6 (2.2)d 4.5 (2.2)md 2.4 (1.1) 1.9 (0.7){* 0.2 (0.7)*m 0.8 (0.4)m

DST_SW 0.7 (0.5) 1.1 (0.6) 0.7 (0.6) 0.8 (0.8) 1.2 (0.9)m 0.4 (0.2)m

TR 8.9 (3.8) 9.3 (3.2) 7.2 (1.3) 3.9 (1.2) 3.8 (1.1) 2.9 (0.7)
%MD_ST 30.7 (7.0){ 36.6 (10.4) 41.7 (5.3){ 25.9 (5.3){c 31.1 (4.8)c 31.3 (2.6){
%MD_SW 80.4 (7.3)c 88.5 (6.3)c 83.0 (8.5) 74.4 (6.5){c 83.8 (4.4)c 80.3 (3.5){

Note: MD_ST5maximum displacement in stance phase; MD_SW5maximum displacement in swing phase; %MD_ST and

%MD_SW5Percent value corresponding to the instant which the maximum displacement in the stance phase and swing phase

occurred in the gait cycle; DST_SW5difference between MD_ST and MD_SW; Total range (TR) of the center of mass trajectory in

the vertical and lateral directions.
dSignificant differences between MD_ST and MD_SW for lateral direction Pj0.05.

*Significant differences between MD_ST and MD_SW for vertical direction Pj0.05. {Significant differences between Affected side

and CG Pj0.05.
mSignificant differences between Unaffected side and CG Pj0.05. cSignificant differences between Affected and Unaffected sides

Pj0.05.

Figure 2 Illustration and definition of the discrete variables extracted from CoM trajectories of lateral and vertical direction.

A curve of one gait cycle of control group subject was used as example. MD_ST 5 maximum displacement in stance phase;

MD_SW 5 maximum displacement in swing phase; %MD_ST and %MD_SW 5 Percent value corresponding to the instant

which the maximum displacement in the stance phase and swing phase occurred in the gait cycle; DST_SW 5 difference

between MD_ST and MD_SW.
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In vertical displacement, the HG affected side

curve is under the CG curve from 17–49% (midstance

and terminal stance phases) and over the CG curve

during all swing phase (57–93%). The HG unaffected

side presented approximately the opposite behavior

as the affected side in vertical direction, except by

the small phase from 27–32% of cycle.

In the forward direction, significant differences

were observed along the cycle for both, affected

(1–53 and 68–100%) and unaffected limbs (1–44

and 52–100%), except during the double support

phase (Pj0.05). This result was expected since the

HG walked slower than CG and, therefore, covered

a smaller distance in one gait cycle.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to identify the alterations of

CoM 3D trajectory in gait of post-stroke patients.

It was demonstrated that the HG affected side was

characterized by the following alterations in the CoM

trajectory: increased lateral and reduced vertical and

forward CoM displacements in the single stance phase.

The swing phase was characterized by higher lateral

CoM displacement at the initial swing phase, increased

vertical CoM displacement, higher maximum vertical

displacement and reduced forward CoM displacement

during all swing phase.Moreover, therewas anticipation

of the maximum displacements in lateral and vertical

directions for both, stance and swing phases.

Figure 3 Average curve of the center of mass trajectory in the lateral, vertical and forward directions of the hemiparetic group

(bold solid line: n 5 14) and the control group (bold dashed line: n 5 7). The columns show, respectively, the mean of center of

mass trajectory in the affected cycle (AF) and unaffected cycle (UF) of the hemiparetic group. On the x-axes, * indicates the

phases of the gait cycle that presented significant differences (P#0.05) between the hemiparetic and control group

curves. P1 and P2 mean, respectively, the maximum displacement in stance phase and in swing phase for lateral and vertical

directions.
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Lateral CoM oscillation was increased in HG com-

pared to normal subjects. However, it is not possible

to affirm that this alteration is a distinctive character-

istic of stroke patients’ gait since previous study33

observed in normal subjects’ larger lateral CoM dis-

placement at slower speeds and the walking speed

was not controlled in the present study, since self-

selected speed was adopted as protocol.

A remarkable finding observed in the present paper

was that the CoM oscillation was symmetrical with

respect to zero. This suggests that despite the hemi-

bodies asymmetry caused by stroke, the patients were

able to control the CoM trajectory maintaining a

straight forward gait. The same symmetrical behavior

was observed looking at the CoM oscillation of the

unaffected side. In a previous study of the same research

group of the present paper,4 asymmetric alterations

were observed in angular kinematics of lower and

upper limbs, as well as asymmetrical lateral trunk

motion with respect to zero, in post-stroke patients.

As the whole body CoM trajectory depends on the pos-

ition of each body limb (and its mass), this may lead to

the conclusion that the symmetrical behavior ofCoM in

lateral direction might be controlled by the asymmetri-

cal movements of the lower and upper limbs and trunk.

Another interesting result revealed by the present

study was the anticipation in terms of percentage

of gait cycle of the maximal lateral displacement in

stroke patients. The association of the increased

lateral oscillation and the anticipation of maximal

displacement suggest that stroke patients need

increased lateral CoM velocity and accelerations to

complete the gait cycle. The faster change of CoM

lateral velocity observed in post-stroke patients

could partially explain the increased energy expendi-

ture reported in the literature.34

Vertical CoM curves showed asymmetric behavior

comparing stance and swing phases. The stroke patients

presented lowerCoMelevation thanCGwhen support-

ing their weight with the affected limb. Spasticity and

muscle weakness are often pathological disturbances

from stroke4 and may be the primary cause of these

alterations in theCoMtrajectory observed in this study.

The total range of CoM motion of the HG was

lower than CG in the forward direction as expected

since the HG subjects walked slower than CG and

consequently covered smaller distance.

Thus, from a methodological perspective, the

CoM trajectory analysis showed to be a suitable

method to determine the gait alterations and,

although requires a more complex experimental set

up, can be used as a tool for stroke gait evaluation.

In particular, the intra-cycle analysis (Fig. 3)

associated to the analysis of the discrete variables

(Table 2) taken in specific gait cycle phases showed

not only that differences between hemiparetic and

control groups exists but also where those differences

occurs in the gait cycle.

There are some limitations in the present study. The

number of patients is small and the sampling of the pre-

sent study was by convenience. Thus, a randomized

longitudinal trial using a larger number of patients is

necessary in a future study to better understand the

behavior of the CoM trajectories over time.Moreover,

future study should involves the correlation between

results obtained by clinical evaluation scales and kin-

ematic alterations in the CoM trajectory to verify the

advantages and disadvantages in the use of each one

as an assessment tool of gait after stroke.

Conclusion
The 3D analysis of the CoM trajectory in gait of stroke

patients revealed alterations in theCoM in all directions

and allowed to identify the exactly phase of gait cycle

that these alterations occurred. The main alterations

were observed in the single support phase of the affected

side, where there was higher lateral displacement, lower

vertical and forwarddisplacement. In the swingphaseof

the affected side, there was higher lateral and vertical

displacement and also lower forward displacement.

The total range of the CoM in the forward direction

was lower than CG, but in the vertical and lateral direc-

tions, there are no significant alterations. The altera-

tions found in the unaffected side may constitute a

compensatory strategy to improve the gait pattern.

It was demonstrated that the CoM is a kinematic

variable useful to detect gait alterations by stroke,

even in the unaffected side. These data are comp-

lementary to the findings obtained by others kinema-

tical variables like joint angles and spatiotemporal

gait parameters.
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